
 

 

 

 

GRAND MASTER  
Murrumba Downs 

Pounda 
 

0432 031 588  RELIGIOUS ADVISER  
Petrie 

Chunda 
 

0403 246 872 

ASSISTANT RA 
Kallangur 

Cheesecake 
 

0432 386 147 HASH HABERDASH 
Beachmere 

Kuntree Girl 
 

0402 093 654 

HASH CASH 
Arana Hills 

Boxy 0448 841 912 HASH TRASH & FLASH 
Windsor 

Semen Stains & 
Christopher Cum Semen 

0412 276 625 

HARE RAISER 
Brighton 

Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH ELDER 
Chermside 

To & From 
 

0409 765 162 

HASH BOOZE 
Beachmere 

FIGJAM 0408 993 099 SONG MISTRESS 
Aspley 

Flower 0408 706 641 

Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs.  We are more than happy to take delivery 

of, or collect, the plates and cutlery if the holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

A rather large group of hashers gathered at Boxy’s after he came to the rescue when the scheduled Hare fell 
sick. Get well soon Wrong Way. The stand in Hash Trash went on the walk tonight due to medical reasons and 
we were set off on a trail that seemed to follow the runners. Although I am fairly sure that the runners were 
sent on a few extra checks and false trails as the walk was a nice gentle 4.6km.  
After waiting for an eternity for Cousin It to sort himself out and pay his fee for the night, Hash Cash Boxy called 
the run count, before the GM called the circle and summoned the hare Boxy to face the music. 
 
The Run Report as told by Abo: 
 
Abo said that Boxy needs an up up for this run as he clearly gets his ups and downs mixed up. Before the run 
Boxy said that it was 90% down and only 10% up. But he was so wrong as it was the other way around. And this 
is the man that is handling our finances at the moment. Oh, we are very much in trouble. 
Score:  5/1,000 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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HASH TRASH 

Boxy to the rescue. 
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The Walk Report as told by Smooth Ride: 
 
Smooth Ride was called upon to give the walk report and said that it was long, it was hard with a bit of bush as 
well and that she went allllllllllllll the wayyyyyyyyyyy. We are talking about the walk aren’t we. 
Score:  1/1,000,000 
 
The Letterbox Walk Report as told by Wheelbarrow: 
 
Wheelbarrow said that it was excellent and that he went down and up and saw the city. I think I cut him off 
though before he could give it a score, so judging by his words we will give it a score accordingly. 
Score:  10/10 
 
The Security Report: - No Security report was given tonight. 
 
Total score of 16/1,001,010. 
 
“Sing a song of sixpence….” 
 
HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
 
Large Appendage: Still missing in action with Pick Pocket. 
 
Small Appendage: This was missing in action with Pith Head. 
 
Scrubber Shirt: Shreddar had this and awarded it to Thunderbox for whinging on the run. 
“He’s the meanest, he sucks a horse’s penis……” 
 
Brush (Vagina): Picaninni had this and he gave it to Boxy as he had said that he done all the work for tonight’s 
Hash. But everyone knows that Shitsu does all the work and that Boxy just didn’t want to drive tonight. 
“Has anyone seen his cock….” 
 
Paddle (Penis Sizer): Ten Fingers had this and awarded it to Night Owl because she is suffering from amnesia. 
The only way that she can remember Hashers names is if they have them written on their shirts. The GM then 
educated Ten Fingers that it is in fact not amnesia at all, Night Owl is in fact a Kiwi and it is widely known that 
Kiwi’s can only have a ½ hour for lunch, any longer and they have to be retrained.  
“Build a bon fire, build a bon fire and put a Kiwi on the top…” 
 
Milestone Runs: - Vampire – 200 Runs, Ryvita – 181 Runs (a metric 69). 
 
Returnees: - Thunderbox, Abo and Jake the Peg. 
 
Visitors: - Nil 
 
CHARGES: 
 
Boxy had a charge for FIGJAM for turning up to hash without any running shoes and had to borrow some from 
Boxy. FIGJAM still hasn’t worked out that he is running with Brisbane Northside Hash and not Port Morsbey 
Hash. 
“He’s stupid, he’s stupid….” 
 
Flower had a charge for Ned. She had asked him before the run if he could please turn her on. Ned fumbled 
around a bit and then said “how do I do this”. Flower said that at Ned’s age she would have thought that he 
would know how to turn a woman on. 
“Last night he stayed at home and masturbated….” 
 



Boxy had a charge for Smooth Ride and Flower. When Boxy got home from work, Smooth Ride was going down 
and Flower was loosening her nuts. It appeared that Smooth Ride had a flat tyre on her car. Boxy went over 
and offered to give her a full service as well but she duly declined. 
“Do your tits swing low….” 
 
Cousin It charged Boxy for wearing new shoes to Hash. 
“Here’s to this prick, he’s true blue….” 
 
The GM then had a premonition that Cousin It wanted to step forward with a quick joke for hash and he was 
right. 
Cousin It’s joke - There was an accident in the Pacific Ocean between two tankers. It was a big crash and both 
ships sank. One was carrying RED paint and the other was carrying BLUE paint. 
No one was killed but all the crew members from both ships were MAROONED. 
 
HASH NAME: 
 
Killer – It turns out that Killer never officially got a Hash name, he is known as Killer as that was his nickname at 
the surf club. Looks like the RA might need to fix that. 
Killer then got a charge from the GM for calling a hasher by his birth name and not his real name of 
Thunderbox. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 
BNH3 Mismanagement Committee meeting 20th January. If you have any issues that you want brought up please 
let a committee member know. 
 
Also a reminder that if you cannot hare the run that you are down to do, please contact our wonderful Hare 
Raiser Smooth Ride. She does an excellent job and will sort it out quick smart. 
DO NOT phone me for this as I have NFI (No Fucking idea). 

 

 
  NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2064 
 
  Ten Fingers – 10 McNeil St, Kallangur. 
 
  Kai – This week was an Asian chicken thingy on two different types of rice. Well done Shitsu. 
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The Evidence 

 

 
 
 

 
Tonight’s Map. Abo seems to be enjoying himself. 

 

 

 

Shreddar preparing the Scrubber shirt for 
Thunderbox. 

Looks like Chunda is laying down the law. 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


